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Cycles and Multiple Integrals oa Abelian Varieties

By Hisasi MORIKAWA
Department of Mathematics, Nagoya University, Japan

(Comm. by Z. SUETUNA, M.J..., June 13, 1955)

In the present note we shall show some relations between cycles
and multiple integrals which are similar to the known relations be-
tween divisors and simple integrals on abelian varieties.

Let A be an abelian variety of dimension n defined by a period
matrix

O-)nl On2n

We denote by Z,..., Z, he cycles of dimension are on A induced
by vectors (,...,,),...,(,...,) respectively. We denote
by Z,... i < i he cycles of dimension r on A induced by
parallelotopes of dimension r

O0i O)nir
respectively. Denoting by dz,...,dz the differentials of the first
kind associated with the period systems (,..., .,),..., (o,...,
respectively, we mean by (") the period matrix of r-ple differentials

dz.., dz,df...,df whose type (p, q) satisfies p-q=r mod. 4 with
the period cycles Z...,, where j <... < j, k<... <kq, i <... < i.

We put
(dz dzdz dzkq)t ez." 1...n

31...jt]Cl ..lc[kq+
1...2q Z.Ztl’...ir- ll...12n r+l..

We assume that the orders of suffixes of matrix elements in
(R),q (’-,’- are chosen in such a way that

dz...dzdS...dSq, Z... corresponds to
(dz...dzdh...dSq)*, Zq*... respectively.

We denote by a the homomorphism from AA onto A such that
6(x, y)= x+y and denote by 6" its dual mapping. We mean by I(X. Y)
the Kronecker index of X.Y.

Lemrna 1. Let C be a cycle of dimension 2(n-r).

Proof. Putting
C ] a..._.Z..._,

1< <2n-2r

ve get

Then
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kl...ki-- Zal. -2r 1""l-2r Jl" "r ...k2-r.
ll" "’n-r

Hence
@- Z..Z ._)I(Z,... (C z Z.,...))- I( a...:._ ...._

ll"" n--r
kl...k2n-r ...nall"’n--r l"’2n-2rl"’2r 1 "’iri’"kn-rll"

al...
_

2r i irl...12n_r 1"" Jr*

On the other hand
(c.(z, . z...))=( E a, ., z, 2--r i...ir...jrZm...mr). .r 1. ..al....ln-ril. "irJ"’.ir I "’ln-r.’"r

1...,

This proves our Lemma.
Theorem 1. Let C be a cycle of type (n-r, n-r) on A. Thea

there exist matrices A0(C), A(C),..., A[(C) such that

A(C) a-’

(c. (z...,, x zh...,))

type (n-r, n-r), then there eists no such a matrix A(C).
ProoL
a (’-,’-+)(I(C. (Z,... Z,....s.)))

=(f dzt.., d_,dg..,d_,)
=( f *(d...d_,dg.., d_,,))

cx z....
( f (du+ d)... (du_, +d_)

(d,.+ dS)... (d_,,+ dS_,)),
where {du,..., du}, {dye, dv,} are he systems of he differen-
tials on he firs and he second eomponen of x eorresondin
o {dz,..., d} on .
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Since C is of type (n- r, n-r),

f du..,du,_+,d..,d,_ =0.

Putting

we get

cxz&...

{1""" --2} {1""" k2n--2} ZJI""" Jr
This shows that

with a matrix A(C) whose elements are br..,_..._ or zero.
On the other hand

(du + dye)... (du+ dv)(d+ d)... (d,_+
b.. ..._f dv +...dv.

tl...an} {1...n}
’an-r’

Z&...r
Hence all b,...,_...._ appear in Ao(C). This shows that Ao(C)=0
implies A(C)-. =A(C)-0" If C is not of type (n-r, n-r), then

there exists a differential
dz,...dz,_+d,...d,__ with a non-zero period on C.

On the other hand

(du + dv)...(du+ + +dVl)...
Czl.. .jr

f dv,_+..,dvdV,__+.., dV,_
ZJr" "3r

The type of dv,_++...dv,dY,__+...dv,_ is (r-s, s).
This proves the last assertion.
Lemma 2. Let P be a principal matrix of and let P be the

r-th compound matrix of P. Then here exists a matrix B such that

Proo Since P is a principal matrix of , there exists a non-
singular matrix B such that

0

On the other hand
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Hence we get

ao)/P-
Taking r-th compound ot he both sides, we get

From Theorem 1 and Lemma 2 we have
Theorem 2. Let A be an abelian variety of dimension n defin

by a period matrix . Let P be principal matrix of and let
be the r-th compound matrix of P. Then the module of homology
classes of cycles of type (n-r, n-r) is isomorphic with the module
of all rational matrices M satisfying

1) (’)M= A (’) with a matrix A,
2) P)M=(b...r....) isintegral,
3) b...,... i<... <i, j<... <j are skew symmetric on

ii2 i. j


